
Overland Park plan to make use of CARES FOR YOU Act
funding regarding soccer complex cameras draws criticism
 

A controversy is creating with regards to the use of CARES Act money in Overland Park your

car. 

 

The city plans to help use some of often the federal government funding to set up cameras in

Scheel’s Overland Park Football Complex and broadcast this games to get a fee. 

 

Typically the CARES ABOUT IT Act was passed by way of Congress, “For typically the

categorical purpose of providing speedy and direct economic help for American workers,

young families and small businesses, in addition to preserve jobs for all of our American

sectors. ” 

 

Some people feel that using this cash to outfit Scheels Basketball Complex with digital

cameras isn’t in the character of the CARES Act. 

 

“On the top, it didn’t seem logical to us, ” Overland Area City Councilman Dr. Faris Farassati

mentioned. 

 

Farassati compared the approach to use $350, 000 in federal relief income to outfit Scheels

Soccer Complex with high tech camera equipment to stream activities to families and other

people who wants to shell out to watch. 

 

“The city, the local government is in the business of providing services, ” Farassati said. “It

should not be around the business of making dollars. ” 

 

Under that plan, the city of Overland Park will offer 30% of the proceeds from the pay-per-

view, streaming and downloading to Musco Sports Illumination, which will provide the

particular service. Metropolis will keep the rest. 

 

“I seldom think the council participants that voted yes to get this were paying awareness to

the fact that this can be a clear case in point of detachment of govt coming from reality, ”

Farassati stated. 

 

Overland Park Metropolis Councilman Chris Newlin disagrees. 

 

“This is an appropriate method, ” he said. “We adopted the rules. We all filled out a app, and

we inquired in this. ” 

 

Newlin is 1 associated with 10 city authorities people who voted sure for the funds. He’s

some sort of football coach at Scheels and even said social distancing doesn’t usually

happen with video games. He sees the idea him self from the side lines. 

 



“The mom and dad are right right now there next to each different, ” Newlin said. “Yes, they

have masks in, nevertheless they’re not interpersonal distancing. ” 

 

CARES Action dollars flows to cities over the county authorities. Alongside with with regards

to 30 various other requests, Overland Park applied for the $350, 1000 as a public well being

ask for social distancing. The local approved it mainly because it claimed the submission

meet the CARES ABOUT IT Act eligibility needs. 

 

“So exactly what I say is portion of COVID is that we are seeking to bring individuals together

all over again in several form or trend, plus we do that through engineering. This is one

particular method of doing it, ” Newlin said. 

 

Although the proposal was approved by typically the county, Farassati feels the particular

proposal experienced precisely what he / she calls some sort of “COVID twist” to warrant

typically the money. 

 

“I want this go to much whole lot more worthy places if is considered possible, ” Farassati

mentioned. “Even let various other areas, permit other metropolitan areas employ for of

which funds the fact that they might should have significantly more than video cameras within

soccer fields. ” 

 

Newlin responded, “My job is always to take care of Overland Park. The job will be not to

take treatment of everybody else in typically the region. That’s not precisely what I actually

was chosen in order to do. ” 

 

The city is not going to know how this will cope with situations where parents would not want

their own children broadcast on the internet.   who oppose that declare the camcorders won’t

get installed until next calendar year when COVID-19 is estimated to reduce or presently

there could be a shot. 

 

Farassati and fellow councilman Scott Hamblin plan to help go on to rescind the costs in the

next town authorities getting together with.
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